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The Effects of Unsealing Adoption Records in NJ:
For over twenty-seven years, legislation has been regularly introduced in New Jersey that would
make it possible for adults who have been adopted to obtain a copy of their original birth
certificate. They would have the same right as anyone who was not adopted, simply by going to
the Department of Vital Statistics and requesting it. S1087 that has passed the Senate would
authorize access. It has a provision to allow birth parents from the past to have their name
deleted from the birth certificate that would be released to the adopted person. It also provides
all birth parents, past and future, to indicate their preference regarding contact.
I believe that a similar bill has not been passed in the Assembly because those opposed have
prevailed by insisting that the legislation be more complicated and costly than it need be.
Twenty-seven years ago, they argued that the negative effects of the legislation would be worse
than the good it might do. Some of their hypotheses were reasonable then given that there was
little experience with similar bills. Now with eight states 1 having legislation to allow adopted
adults access to their original birth records, these hypotheses have been tested. What have we
learned? Even with data that contradicts and disproves their contentions, the opposition in New
Jersey has not changed its position. Opinion thrives without the nutriment of fact.
Based on my conversations and reading of past testimony, I have concluded that some vital
information needed to make an informed decision was not received by legislators, and that they
may have also been given misinformation on critical issues.
These are the most serious of the misrepresentations:
1. This legislation will affect most of the past, current and future adoptions in New Jersey
since they were and are confidential or closed.
2. If records are unsealed, women who once would have chosen confidential adoption might
choose abortion instead.
3. Contact from adoptees is unwelcome by birth parents.

1. How many adoptions can be considered confidential?
No good statistical information exists nationwide or in New Jersey which would give the exact
number of adoptions that would be affected by this legislation. 2 What we do know is that in
1944 estimated adoptions in all of the United States for that year were 50,000. The highest
number was 175,000 in 1970. Since the 1970s, the stigma attached to unmarried parenthood
reduced dramatically. Unwed mothers were no longer expelled from school, shunned by their
friends or considered pariahs or outcasts. Popular culture began to celebrate the single
parenthood of celebrities. For some women keeping their children became a real choice that their
older sisters never had. Consequently the numbers of babies placed for adoption fell. In 1973,
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8.7 percent of never married women placed their children for adoption. By 1995, that number
had dropped to only 0.9 percent. 3
Since 1987, the number of adoptions in the United States has remained constant from 118,000 to
127,000. 4 For the last twenty-seven years, the growth in adoptions within this group has been in
placements by public agencies and in inter-country adoptions. Infant domestic adoption rates
have been falling since 1970. 5
However, many in the general public, including legislators, believe that since 1940 when records
were sealed, the majority, if not all adoptions nationwide and in New Jersey, have been of
infants. Further, they believe they were “closed” or “traditional” unrelated infant adoptions —
those where the identity of the birth and adoptive parents are not known to each other and where
no contact after the adoption is anticipated. Understanding the scope of the population affected
is critical in decision-making.
From 1951 to 1996, fifty one percent (51%) of all adoptions were not confidential because
they consisted mostly of step-parents adopting their spouses’ children or of people adopting
their relatives. The proportion of relative adoptions is predicted to remain high. 6 Not only
are the parties’ identities known to each other, they are living together.
Not all of the remaining unrelated adoptions can be considered confidential.
Children are placed with adoptive parents by public or private agencies or independent of
agencies by private individuals (doctors, lawyers, ministers etc.).
Nationwide, adoptions by public agencies began to increase in the late sixties and early seventies.
As infants became less available for adoption, they placed children from foster care who were
older or who had special needs. Public agency placements were 18 percent of all adoptions in
1987, and they have risen, in 2001 to 40 percent and to 56 percent in 2006. In New Jersey, they
accounted for 43 percent of all adoptions in 2001. 7 The increase from the late sixties on is due to
the availability of adoption subsidies, more frequent case reviews and a refocusing of services to
children with special needs. 8
The majority of adoptions made by public agencies after 1968 should not be considered
confidential, because they were of foster parents adopting their foster children or of older
children who know their identities.
In 1998, 65 percent of all public agency adoptions were foster parent adoptions. 9 Foster parents
know the children’s last names, and where they were from, and they may have even had a
relationship with the birth parents. Older children being prepared for placement with adoptive
parents are generally given information on who they were, how they came to be in foster care and
why they cannot be with their birth parents. 10
The majority of private agency adoptions from 1945 to 1970 can be considered confidential.
Since 1970, the total number of infant adoptions began a steady decline. 11 One 2006
estimate places them at only 9 to 10 percent of all U.S. unrelated adoptions. 12 A growing
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number of them are either “open” adoptions or “mediated” adoptions—where birth
parents choose the adoptive parents whom they actually meet and with whom they may
continue contact. 13 Thirty-one per cent of current private agency placements in New
Jersey are of children from other countries. 14 We can conclude that current and future
private agency adoptions will be the smallest segment of all adoptions.
It is usual in inter-country adoptions for the adoptive parents to know the last name of the child
they adopt. Since many have gone to the country of origin, they know the name of the orphanage
or agency through which their child was placed. It is possible, but highly improbable, that these
adoptees will have contact with their birth parents of origin, if and when, they have access to
their original birth records.
Not all independent adoptions are closed.
The number of adoptions done independently of agencies has fluctuated over the years. In 1992
in New Jersey, they accounted for 17 percent (363 of 2,083) total adoptions. 15 In 1993, they
were 158 of 1,300 adoptions or 12 percent, and in 1994, they were 195 of 1,138 (17 percent). 16
Before 1993, New Jersey law required that a birth parent in an independent adoption must
directly place the child in the hands of the adoptive parents. Intermediaries were not allowed
because birth parents were to have made an informed consent to the adoption by having firsthand knowledge of the people with whom they were making the placement. It was also done to
stop the possibility that an intermediary could have stolen the child from its birth parents.
Since 1993, New Jersey has made legal the use of non-agency intermediaries. In every case, the
adoption had to go to court to be finalized, and an agency was appointed to make an Adoption
Complaint Investigation (ACI). Little is known about how “open” or “closed” these placements
are because no data is collected. There is some anecdotal information, however. I recently spoke
with experienced social workers that have performed these investigations over the years. They
indicate that, while most were, not all of these adoptions were confidential. Adoptive parents in
many instances have known the last name of the birth parents—some have documents with that
information on them. Some adoptive parents have even been present at the child’s birth. The
social workers also felt, based on their experience, that there was a trend to more openness in
independent adoption overall.

2. Have women chosen abortion rather than adoption in those states where adoption
records have been unsealed?
Twenty-seven years ago, several groups testifying against the New Jersey legislation to allow
adoptees access to their original birth records expressed the not unreasonable fear that allowing
access might lead to more birth mothers choosing abortion rather than adoption. Since that time,
this hypothesis has been tested and not supported. There is no evidence that abortions have
increased in those jurisdictions having access. There is contrary evidence that adoptions have
increased in these states. 17 I am at a loss to understand why this allegation continues to be
offered and accepted as valid objection to the current proposed legislation.
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3. What has been the reaction of New Jersey birth parents who have been asked if they
would like to have contact with the child they placed for adoption?
The basic objection to giving adopted adults a copy of their original birth certificate is that they
would use it to find their birth parents. The groups opposing the legislation allege that such
contact would be unwelcome and damaging. They believe the alleged promise of confidentiality
creates a shield against this unwelcome contact and should stay in place. This hypothesis might
have been reasonable twenty-seven years ago, but is no longer defensible. Experience in New
Jersey shows that they are protecting people who want to be found. For twenty years, the
Division of Youth and Family Services has been contacting birth parents whose adopted children
are searching for them. They have consistently reported that 95% of all birth parents desire
contact.

Conclusion
Confidential adoptions have always been the smallest segment of all New Jersey adoption.
Beginning in 1970, they began to decline nationally until, at the present time, they should
be thought of as less than 10 percent of all adoptions. Allowing adopted adults access to
their original birth records will effect a much smaller population than is generally believed
and that group is expected to be even smaller in the future. Once more, most birth parents
will continue to welcome contact. Any legislation to protect the small number of birth
parents who wish confidentiality should not be so costly and cumbersome that it deters
adopted adults from obtaining their original birth certificates.
Finally, I was dismayed to see the list of organizations that oppose this legislation in New
Jersey. Some have not changed their position in twenty-seven years, although our
experience and research show it is untenable. National standard setting bodies such as the
Child Welfare League and the National Association of Social Work are in favor of
providing adoptees access to their records. I am puzzled as to why the opposition
maintains their stance. Are they unaware of the evidence? Do they continue to hold to
beliefs without the nutriment of fact? If either of these positions is true, what compromises
can they bring to the table in forming a law that is fair, informed and relevant to those
whose lives it effects? It is my hope that New Jersey legislators are not blinded by the list
of impressive opposing organizations and look beyond them to what is true and fair. This
is what the legislature did when it took on gun control and civil unions. I hope they do for
adoptees seeking their roots what they have done on these other issues — the right thing —
no matter what organization was offended.
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Alaska and Kansas never sealed records. Alabama, Delaware, Oregon, Tennessee, and New Hampshire allow
adopted adults to have their original birth certificates. Maine passed legislation recently, which will take effect on
January 1, 2009.
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No comprehensive data is or has been regularly collected by the federal government or NJ since 1945. Data are
extracted from a number of reports which are analyzed by various statisticians and researchers to detect trends.
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